
SMALL GROUP TOOLS 

This tool can use small groups. To access all ten-minute prep 
small group tools and accessories, please insert SG001 into 
the Main Search Bar or use for the following link - Small Group 
Ten Minute-Prep-Steps:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-
tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/
(You must be currently subscribed and logged into the 
Learning Connect website to access this link.)

TEACHER REFERENCE:

https://learningconnect.org/tool/smgr1-sg001-small-group-tool-ten-minute-prep-steps/


Learning Mobile Memory Tool
Lesson Guide



Consolidating information is an important 
step in learning information.  A mobile 
consolidates the major points of a topic 
learned in the lesson and creates a long-
lasting display in the classroom. 

INTRODUCTION



Many of us have seen a common classroom 
Learning Mobile.  How many have seen a 
space mobile hanging in a classroom?  The 
sun is hanging in the middle.  The planets 
are hanging nearby, surrounding the sun in 
the proper order and distance.  Any topics 
and key points can be placed in a mobile.

INTRODUCTION
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In summary, as directed, individually, with a partner or small 

group, the following steps are conducted. 

1. On a separate sheet of paper, write down your topic and 

brainstorm keywords or key points.  Then, write your 

topic on a separate piece of construction paper/poster 

board to start constructing your mobile.

2. Next, write each related keyword or key point on 

separate, smaller cards. (Card shapes can relate to topic.)



3. Determine an object related to the subject to serve as a 

base for your mobile.  This item can be made or bought 

based upon the subject matter of the mobile. (Example 

Provided.)

4. Lay out your mobile on a table to determine layout and 

lengths needed for each mobile item.  Adhere mobile 

items to the mobile.  (Suggestions Provided.) 

5. Determine how to attach mobile to ceiling.  (Suggestions 

Provided.)



As directed, individually, with a partner or small group,

Please follow the steps provided to create a 
Mobile displaying the major points of a 
topic learned in the lesson.  



(Sheet of Paper)

Mobile Memory Construction Steps

STEP ONE
STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

Assignment Reference - (Book, Article, Page number and/or URL address):

A. On a separate sheet of paper, determine the topic/concept and key 

points to be addressed.

Topic/Title: 

Key Points:

B. Then, write your topic/title on a separate 8 ½ x 11 piece of 

construction paper or poster board.



(Sheet of Paper)

Mobile Memory Construction Steps

STEP TWO

Using a marker, write a key point or keyword, related to the topic, on a 
smaller card, such as a 4 x 6 index card. Computer-generated 
information, applied to card with glue, can also be used.  Size of cards 
may vary based upon space needed for each key point.  

(You can even use a shape related to your subject, rather than square or 
rectangle, if desired.  For example, car shapes for an auto mechanic 
related mobile.)  Be creative.

Brief Key Points:
A.
B.

C.
D.



(Sheet of Paper)

Mobile Memory Construction Steps

STEP THREE

As directed by teacher, (individually, with a partner, in a small group 
and/or class), determine an object related to the subject to serve as a 
base for your mobile.  This item can be made or bought based upon the 
subject matter of the mobile.   

(For example, a mobile on types of health careers could be a 
stethoscope made of poster board or a toy stethoscope.  Many items 
can be used to create a base from paper towel cylinders, popsicle sticks, 
etc.)

Mobile Base Object:



(Sheet of Paper)

Mobile Memory Construction Steps
STEP FOUR

A. Next, lay out your mobile on a table to determine layout and lengths 
needed for each mobile item.  

B. Next, adhere items to mobile permanently.  It is suggested that  
fishing line, string, wire or rope be used. Use a needle or hole-punch 
to make a hole.  Thread through each mobile square or piece. Tie 
knots to hold item in place or use clear tape   Use your imagination 
for other construction options.  (Wire hangers can also be used.  Cut hanger to 

proper length, including hooks to hang onto ceiling and on the bottom to add a base.  Tape 
the mobile points to the hanger in the middle section.)



(Sheet of Paper)

Mobile Memory Construction Steps
STEP FIVE

Last, determine how to attach mobile to ceiling.   Suggestions:  Use 
wire, string, push pins, dowel, etc.  (Again, a wire hanger can be cut to proper 

length, including hooks created on each end for proper hanging.)
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